
Are Conservatives Winning or Losing?
A factual response to that query will determine the best strategy for Conservatives to 
take today (e.g. active vs passive, aggressive vs laid-back, offensive vs defensive, etc.).

To accurately answer that profoundly important question, we need to step back — way 
back — to see what is transpiring. (Note: part of the having the correct perspective is 
not to confuse skirmish or battle victories, with the results of the overall War.)

When we do step back sufficiently, it is clear that our opponents are well along in the 
process of undermining the pillars of our current, successful society. Specifically they 
are purposefully doing all of the following (and more):*

1 - Creating divisiveness by pitting our own citizens against each other.
2 - Eroding the Judeo-Christian principles that America was founded on.
3 - Corroding our democratic form of government.
4 - Diluting our academic system (to produce propagandized lemmings).
5 - Sabotaging genuine Science (as it is a barrier to their agendas).
6 - Subverting our economic system (Capitalism). (An effective and unexpected 

part of this strategy is to deliberately undermine our Electric Grid, a largely 
unrecognized foundation of our economy and national security.)

It may be that their most powerful tactic for pulling off their political agenda is to sow 
discord — so that we fight among ourselves. In this vile effort they are pitting: 

men vs women, whites vs minorities, hard workers vs entitlement advocates, 
wealthy vs not-so-much, citizens vs immigrants, real science vs political science, 
young vs old, traditional religions vs secular religion, democracy vs socialism, etc.

Americans are always open to a fair fight, but what’s jarring to our values is that in all 
of these campaigns, our adversaries have no apparent standards regarding truth, 
fairness, rights, freedoms, etc.  — yet they speciously claim the moral high ground!

This is death by a thousand stings… No society can withstand such comprehensive, 
coordinated, corrosive assaults… Once one fully understands the nature of these attacks, 
it should be very clear that we are in the biggest war ever experienced in history.

Ultimately we are in a fight between two radically different world views.

The downsides of not immediately and effectively countering these sophisticated anti-
American incursions are accurately spelled out in the two Agenda films (watch their 
two short trailers : Agenda: Grinding America Down and Agenda 2: Masters of Deceit).

http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/Grinding_America_Down.mov
https://player.vimeo.com/video/136798883


Lastly, carefully study this brief overview of what the Russians and Chinese are 
currently doing to us — with the eager cooperation of unsuspecting (?) internal allies 
(socialists, environmentalists, etc.). How successful have they been in this effort? Very!

As a professional scientist I’m not an alarmist, nor a person inclined to conspiracy 
theories. I deal with and carefully process empirical evidence. 

There is massive evidence that we are losing — Big Time. That does not mean that we 
have lost, but rather that we are well on the way to defeat. The road to recovery starts 
with a full acknowledgment of the reality of our current situation — and then a well 
thought out Plan-Of-Action to effectively counter the assaults we are experiencing.
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* The evidence for each of these is overwhelming and in plain view. My field, Science, 
is representative. EVERY aspect of Science is under an insidious coordinated assault! Even a 
casual observer should be able to see the profound consequences of:

a) a major effort (e.g. via PNS) to remove Science as a gatekeeper for major societal 
issues (e.g. climate change),

b) the widespread, purposeful corruption of the peer-review process,
c) scientists (who are supposed to be professionally committed to objective, factual analysis) 

becoming promoters of undeclared political agendas (e.g. here),
d) responsible scientists (who provide evidence that what’s politically correct may be 

wrong) being publicly attacked, and/or losing their jobs, 
e) in high schools soft sciences (e.g. ecology) have become politically propagandized,
f) Universities are infusing Science education with political considerations such as 

cultural relativism, social justice and gender equality,
g) respected major scientific organizations reverting to polls to advocate positions 

(as vs empirical evidence), 
h) conversely not a single large scientific organization has gone on record to oppose 

scientifically false solutions to major matters like climate change (e.g. that there is 
zero scientific proof that wind energy saves any consequential CO2), 

i) the irreproducibility of scientific studies becoming epidemic, 
j) etc., etc.

There is not a single aspect of what is going on in Science where we are winning.

http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/US/Communist_Plan.pdf
http://www.ejolt.org/2013/02/post-normal-science/
http://wiseenergy.org/Energy/Science/Peer_Review.pdf
https://www.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/serials/files/regulation/2006/3/v29n1-4.pdf
https://business.financialpost.com/opinion/ross-mckitrick-this-scientist-proved-climate-change-isnt-causing-extreme-weather-so-politicians-attacked
http://www.thegwpf.com/james-cook-university-ordered-to-pay-peter-ridd-1-2m-for-unlawful-dismissal/
http://www.ejolt.org/2013/02/political-ecology/
https://www.cultural-relativism.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rtBvQj2k6xo
https://www.prageru.com/video/sex-matters/
https://gmuchss.az1.qualtrics.com/CP/File.php?F=F_cRR9lW0HjZaiVV3
https://www.nas.org/reports/the-irreproducibility-crisis-of-modern-science/full-report

